The company is very keen for us to push on and go further, my manager started as an apprentice and now he’s the site manager. If you have ambition, you can realise it here.”

Yuen Ho Ng, Engineer Training Programme Substations

Wanted: Ambitious trainees

The Engineer Training Programme is designed to ensure you have all the skills you need to be an engineer at National Grid. Get paid while you study for a Degree or HNC and have a guaranteed job on successful completion.

The training is a blend of formal study at University or College and further training at our state of the art residential facility in Nottinghamshire.

This is a brilliant career path for ambitious trainees and female applicants are keenly encouraged.

http://careers.nationalgrid.com/
Entrance Requirements

- Two A Levels / A2: Grades A*-C (one must be in either Maths, Physics or Engineering)
- BTEC National Certificate Level 3 in Electrical and Electronic Engineering (or Mechanical Engineering for our Gas Operations, Network Strategy & First Line Manager Roles) Grade Merit or Distinction (it is essential that the Maths modules should be at Merit or Distinction)
- Diploma in Electrical and Electronic Engineering (or Mechanical Engineering for our Gas Operations, Network Strategy & First Line Manager Roles) Grade Merit or Distinction (it is essential that the Maths modules should be at Merit or Distinction)
- ONC in Electrical and Electronic Engineering (or Mechanical Engineering for our Gas Operations, Network Strategy & First Line Manager Roles) Grade Merit or Distinction (it is essential that the Maths modules should be at Merit or Distinction)
- HNC/HND in Electrical, Electronic or Mechanical Engineering (Grade Pass, Merit or Distinction)
- Degree in Maths, Physics, Chemistry or Engineering discipline

Apply on-line at:
http://careers.nationalgrid.com/

Apply early for these fantastic opportunities.

Be proactive through the recruitment process – don’t wait for the closing dates!

The closing date for applications is the 31st January 2015